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About This Content

If you already own King’s Quest(TM): The Complete Collection or Season Pass, DO NOT repurchase this content here or you
will be charged again. Please download new chapters from within the game. King’s Quest - Chapter 1: A Knight to Remember is

required to play this content and is available to download and play for free.

In his latest adventure, King Graham tells of his final battle with the Goblin Sorcerer Manannan and his final adventure.
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OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8
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Chapter 5 - SKIP IT, if you can. We don't get to see the dragon again!!! >:(

Pros:

Open-ended ending
Nostalgic at times
Funny achievements

Cons:

Short
Confusing - was this suppose to be Alzheimer awareness?
Very Linear - no choices
No dragon!. for me the third and forth chapter were bad ,boring and linear this chapter correct the mistakes of the previous two
by being realy interesting, good narrated, had great story telling and emotional value .
great conclusion and realy good adventure game. A great conclusion to a great game.
Like the best chapters, Chapter 5 made me laugh, made me think and made me feel for the characters.

I've been invested in the chapters, but I dont think I was as emotional as the game wanted me to be. I will say overall its not
perfect, but I've really really enjoyed this series. Haven't come across a game yet that has been so compelling in so many ways:
art style, voice acting, puzzles, story and characters.

Really hope Odd Gentleman continue with the series.. This was an acceptable ending for this well made game. I actually thought
this was one of the stronger chapters emotionally. It has some fun nods to the previous games, and it seemed to be a more
balanced chapter in terms of puzzles versus adventuring. If what I played at the end was the playable epilogue, those that were
concerned about not getting to play it because they bought the game in parts, you're not really missing much. It really didn't need
to be playable at all and really doesn't add much to what we already knew from the rest of the game. EDIT: So the epilogue was
released a little later than my initial review. The epilogue does have more content to it.
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